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Future Goals:

* openInvent wants to make a deck of cards out of 54 invention ideas – sponsors welcomed – 
their logos will be used as the background image to the deck of cards. Contact us on facebook.

Mathematics:
* More operation: ex. 4|3 = 444, 16|2 =176, 2|4 =2222 More in Base 2: 11|3 = 10101, 10|2 = 111
useful in computing for irrationals which extend to the larger end of the radix; 3I ∞ = —333333....
* coined "Fountain Carry" in fractional digit representation, which is a carry to 2 or more adjacent 
digits. I think pi in base 10 is 10/3 with carried divisions in each digit  (irrational carrys).

(re)Discoveries:
* Siphon air downwards in an underwater environment (air goes down then up).
* Negative Placebo Effect: forced medication can cause a negative effect perhaps due to a 
release of stress related hormones or perhaps a negative placebo effect.
* Water should be removed from control testing of medical drugs. Perhaps water itself has 
curative effects on the body.

Other Ideas/Inventions/Experiments:

* openInvent - http://groupspaces.com/openInvent/ groupspaces site 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/openInvent on facebook
* Umbrella snap fish hook - based on inverted umbrella design when pulled the hook flares.
* Fat Absorbent Paper plates - joke idea/gimmick cabbage coffee filter plates.
* Phalliq Toilet Paper Spray - sanitizer cums in a glass dildo perfume bottle
* GlitterEar putty - gummy makeup for earlobes (Davidson submittal)
* Bracelet BendABottle - wrist-weight plastic coil bracelet bottle attach to arm for jogs.
* FaradyRim (see article on issuu.com or scribd.com or magleon.info) 
-relies on * intertwined toroidal solenoid(2 donut-coils interwoven together) 
* CookieJar/Password Dongle - hate passwords store them on an external thumb-drive/dongles

* Vertigo WaterSlide - Clear Plastic water slide with LEDs.

* Extruding SkyScrapers with 270 degree panoramic views on time share. Rooms project out of 
skyscraper.
* Neroh air fountain (untested) -inverses the principles of the Heron Fountain
* Lenticular Distortion Display (LDD) - Dynamic Lenticular Lens aligned in front of a standard 
display device ()LED/LCD). Used to animate the inner 3D space within the displays (next gen- 
Digital Photo Frames, DS/PSP)
* Solar Panel Floor tiles modular solar energy recyclers needed for underwater/space exploration 
uses conductive grout graphite mixed to make the grout conductive.
* 3D Yagi Antenna - Suspend metal in liquid colloquial silver/mercury -arrange molecules to 
capture desired harmonic frequencies. Satellite dishes can be filled with this liquid - we need 
electromagnetic grid/lens to change 3D frequency channel - changes distance between 
molecules to match the harmonic of the desired frequency.
* Carbide (pre-baked) rolling papers
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* Rolling Paper Advertising - smoke-able ink/watermark lemon/cranberry juice -cheap/free papers 
costs covered by advertisers.
* Joules Gym - workout with dynamos make electricity get incentives like nutritional food, clothing, 
towels, or certificates - based on your work (electrical term) 
* RakeBroom - one side rake one side broom
* Reverse Pendulum boat based on my understanding of Noah's Ark a floating compass on the 
sea with a counterweight anchor that doesn't touch floor but is used to prevent capsizing -idea 
emailed to the inventor of the hydrofoil.
* Blimp-ship for traveling icy seas the ship is lifted out of the water slightly and dropped to saw 
thru ice.
* Thrusting strap-on. 2 versions Leg- BubbleBall or alternating electromagnetic ring cup and dildo 
with spherical magnets.
* Stripper Polestruments - sound controller using theremin technology
* Scented/ Medicine clothes washed/infused with herbal teas absorbed through skin.
* Teacher Clothes - Educational prints on clothing for teachers to wear.
* Chicini ("Sheek"-E-ni) half thong half bikini reveals one butt cheek.
* Ziptop panty - zipClick 2 zippers zip to center and fasten together as a button.
* pH balanced tooth-paste – prevents the “battery' effect which I think causes plague buildup
* Calcium tooth electroplating therapy - use electrical current to create a "battery effect" using a 
calcium rich electrolyte to coat teeth with protective material.
* PerfectSmile mouthpiece - a mouth trainer for the facercise program (the facercise program also 
uses large rubber face bands which reverse gravities effect during the day lifts face french idea?)
* Dustpan bag clip - dustpan with bag to pick up dirt -it's a dumb idea cause you need to swap 
bags it might only be useful in large applications like a bulldozer for leaves and twigs.
* Freeze engine - instead of combustion use liquid nitrogen to freeze compress pistons. Used in 
Lateral Piston engines the piston is a magnet that floats/sits on a superconductive ceramic engine 
housing. Alternates between Combustion and freeze compression to move piston laterally. Note: 
piston heads must have tolerances to accommodate for the expansion/contraction of metals 
during hot/cold periods to prevent engine seizes. Combustion can cause piston to flare for proper 
compression.
* Blood filter idea for Aethlon to use eddy currents to remove aluminum from blood.
* Sunbrellas UV Shield - from a CA woman that walk with umbrella during a sunny summer day
*Electromagnetic car bumpers - auto-dampening circuit to press and pull during collision - 
bumpers are plastic or fiberglass now so this won't work.
* Car alarm systems – Fuel shut-off valve – ignition fuse switch – mp3/ring-tone alarms sounds
* Fill tires/ yoga balls with helium better gas mileage/ cool toy to try to walk on water.
* Large Copper plumbing electromagnet with copper bb's propelled in the opposing direction as 
the flow of electricity uses graphite as a lubricant.
* BubbleBomb - partially filled soapy water balloon with fishnet "glove" shake and pop maybe air 
bubble with soapy pantyhose might work.
* Experimental lung bacteria that produces peroxide. (symbiotic)
* Freeze curing concrete in gelatin tomb experiment for concrete canoe salt plus soapy-water 
plus porous lava rock? Concrete foam made with soapywater and freeze dried.
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* Gel Hydro – Gelatin Hyrdroponics for growing plants. The gel would allow for experimentation 
into root affinities because we could inject, CO2 /mud bubbles, crystals, or negative ion 
generators. When we need to flush the system raise the temperature and the gel becomes liquid 
and could be pumped. Experiment with electro-agriculture and view the root development. 
* Does hot helium rise faster than cold helium?

MUSIC RELATED:
* Eclipse sound shield - adjustable sound hole cover on guitar -used to change tone/acoustics 
* ACappello Comber Pickups - pickup design uses 1 wire bent into a comb shape.
* Kickstand Guitar Bracket -chassis for guitar that improves look of guitar 3 spikes can house 
effects or wireless FM transmitter. (wrote zzounds.com with idea) 

* Guitar Bracket - for free spinning ZZ Top guitar movement attaches to a suspension rig neck 
chains to the -neck collar guitar choker necklace below

*Guitar choker - strap support attaches to center of throat facilitates switch guitar and has 8 nickle 
beads 4 on left and 4 on right for binary finger input. Piezo pickup mounted on the throat send to 
low pass EQ which bumps low frequencies for vocal effects.
*Chimera hybrid bass/electric guitar bass strings in center strum center out.
* Fuzz static spike - nickel spike wired into guitar for low-fi  static sounds -Strange side effect: 
when touched produced AM Radio sound when connect to amplifier.
* Mercury Pickups - Nickel capsules filled with mercury and adjustable electromagnet to change 
the voltage/volume of the active pickup.
* Pium - 3D piano drum consists of concentric drum cylinders or hexagonal cylinders (6 divides 
12 notes of western octave) hex part comes from Erhu design.
* Acoustic Electric Erhu - crude piezo pickup on my erhu.
* Microphone Killswitch design -handle guard switch like brakes on bike - slap back of hand for 
killswitch effect the cuts out the sounds and adds a pop which makes a cool distortion effect.
* Microphone thumb wheel to alter pitch manually -pitch bend
* Keyboard - selective scale muting - mutes notes not in desired scale
* Midi-Patch Flywheel -slide through list of patches on the fly -sound effect 

* switch-SWITCH -(mirrors keyboard) - flips high to low progression from D key

* Keystrummer - 4-6-5-7 keys power motors one for each string on the guitar. Has voltage 
regulator/Potentiometer to control speed of motors (5v). Motors are "stair-stepped" on top of the 
bridge due to their width. Auto strum patterns - Programmable Arpeggios frees the strum hand for 
2 handed fretting. 
* Drum mutes - pads that can be pressed onto drums (inspired by the pillow in my old bass drum 
from the previous owner).
* Braces Midi Controller. Turn your retainer into a theremin with keys you can activate by sliding 
your tongue over.
* Acoustic Diaphragm/ Accordion bellows guitar a bag-pipe like bubble of air which can be used to 
alter the acoustics of the guitar. GhettoRig
* String Capo Beads - beads for guitar strings to alter the sound plus the beveled semi-sphere 
bead can be rotated to lift the string at the desired fret for capos.
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* Rainbow strings - like DR strings -hand-coated guitar strings but rainbow colored to help with 
positioning on fretless instruments.
* stringViber Pickup nut. Locks onto string over pickup to alter/enhance sound. Mercury Capsule?
* guitarGloves – gloves with pic -pockets for optional pics for strum hand also protects fingers of 
fret hand helps mute buzz, and can be saturated with brake fluid or string lube.
* Wyndgate Harmonica Spindle - Idea for harmonica trumpet need air compressor.
* 2 channel FM radio -takes 2 nearby transmitted FM channels and makes 1 radio signal with 
improved fidelity for drive in movie theatre?; obsolete?

Legal Ideas/Algorithms:
* Executive Order 6185541513 = FREEDOM - explicitly gives/ restores the citizen's rights to veto 
and pardon by petition or running vote (tally over time- like state ratifications).
* Build Constitutional Law using perjury laws - perjurize oneself to force the court to make a ruling 
on the truth of a statement.
* Cross out unchecked boxes and insert a counter to prevent later manipulation of forms/docs 
with checkboxes.
* Dynamic Signature - contains elements which change with each signing. (ex. signature serial 
no.)
* New dating systems (inspired by Thelma Feister):
-Planets of the week:
-Sun (Sunday/Domingo) -1st day of the week
-Moon (Lunes/Monday)
-Mars (Martes/Tuesday) 
-Mercury (Meircoles/Wednesday)
-Jupiter (Jueves/Thursday)
-Venus (Viernes/Friday)
-Saturn (Saturday/Sabbado)- 7th day/sabbath  (Question: Is Saturn a refection? -Mirrors 
in space?)
- P.E.A.R.L. dating - Ex. yesterday was Saturn.Sept.15th.2k12
- Neo-Roman dating 9-15-2k12 = i ∙ o ∙ mmxii
* 1(800) NUM-SAVE(proposed) or a 4 digit number like NUMS. Phonebook phone system- store 
your virtual phonebook. While in jail I couldn't access my phonebook.

* Proposal for standardized law numbering federal state ratified variants.
* Quality Assurance Testing of law - new career field

* Proposal for standardized domain-suffix symbols -http://groupspaces.com/openInvent/forum/?
bview=thread&thread_id=37924 – must be a member join.

Writing/Story Ideas
* Semi-Questionmacolon - ?; combined as one character used in a series of rhetorical 
questions.
* Simultaneous Text: Text written in the (often with 
different colors) same horizontal space. For now this is done by using graphics used in books to 
represent to people speaking at the same time. (Partial Publishing)
* Wally the Wind Whale - children's storybook/character
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* Pillowbooks - A book with quilt stories and as thick as a pillow -Cloth Pages perhaps with 
circuitry (graphite+DAP conductive silicone src:Instructables)
* Encinma - a book similar to a comic which allows the user to telephoner into dreams.
* High School Parking Lot / Drive-In Movie theatre -re-purpose empty H.S. lot for 
community/student films
* Nightowl Development Project - a housing community designed for nocturnal people with a 
nearby complimentary commercial sector.
* Ash Valley - a place from a dream where volcanoes ash collected.
* CarModz - animated film skit dialogs Character: Prototype, Inventor Jim (Jimmy Rig)
* Chipper up - animated film skit dialogs Character: Chip, Blue, Sand-WichDoctor
* Albo for president - story where people elect a robot with foreign parts as president.
* John's Pad - inspired by John Cappello's ideas and Joe's Apartment. Characters: Flick and Flea.
* Quest for the crystal skulls - apostles heads. Philosophers Stone. Vinegar bones (rubber bone 
therapy) Temper your body. Rib=Gene - "In god we trust" star of David anagram. 
* Trilogy - 1.Prisoners on moon resort to cannibalism as food shipments slow to a stop. Rebels 
break free to return to war ravaged world. 2. prequel 3. the aftermath.
* The Following /Transference = horror scripts about hauntings goes into German 
experimentation - distilling spirits- ESP. Communicating with the dead. Spirit Possessed 
Computers. Web-mind. Chemical X. OBE's Astral Projection. (inspiration: flat-liners?)
* INJUSTICE IN JUSTICE: Case SCD223160
* WHAT I LEARNED IN JAIL. Short introduction most of the pages are blank to be used as a 
journal. 
* The dragon and the butterfly by Toolich Herbaugtie (pen name) - a romance novel

* Troh, Jann, and Ghizz - cartoon characters (toadlyfly.com *RIP)
* Paralegal Para-BULL - law niche comic

Trademark Ideas/Band/Album Names:
* Baconweavers -restaurant franchise domain owned by Heinz (bvi) - menu logo design
* Soupwich Salad - simple franchise name
* Amen Ramen - "green" solar-power water heater cart that sells hot water and cups, soup & free 
condomints ;)For you to make your own soup.
* Tea-Ki Hall Tea-cohol - healthy tea spiked!
* Grandma's Bananas - Nona's Nanas - Crazy grandma logo for banana chip with peanut butter 
marshmallow and chocolate candy.
* Bakeinis Chips -logo for bikini-shaped chips
* PuzzlePops - popsicles the can stick together.
* Strip T's * Novel T's * Flurt-Tee's  - Bar/club
* Pay Rayz
* Sunbrellas 
* Salten C Flats
* Gargantula
* SpyderFist -Spider Fly
* Soundmage
* Lets Bone - t shirt design
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* COCKS - t shirt design modified cops logo "whatcha gonna do when they cum for you"
* Tranhk Symbol - Trans Anhk
* Sand-wichDoctor (Sand Witch-Doctor) -character from chipper up!

* StaR-RatS Palindrome logo
* Kats logo - kats written like a cat
* Diaphragm windscreen - oxymoron
* pLasTiK HaBiTaT
* SCX -Simplicity CompleX/ Stupide Syndrom
* Zen Anti-City
* ToadlyFly (RIP -clothing company)
* Bitsfit Entertainment XD! See logo below or visit www.bitsfit.com
* SlickSloth (9-29-2k10 hello-kitty ripoff mailed to SD Union Tribune while I was in jail. I also 
mailed a 1 of a kind hand drawn resume and Paralegal Para-BULL (Parable))

Alcohol-Related Inventions/ Recipes:
* BottleCap Twist & Mix - 2 versions: (1) to house powdered mix (pop-rocks/fizz calcium 
carbonate+citric acid) (2)Twist cap separates two liquid bottles in hour glass shape. Sold in paper 
package to make it Rectangular. Directions Twist and press together like child safety pill caps 
Snap/Cut Cap (pull safety Ring) in half to serve (serves 2).
* Graveyard Absynthe - created in 2007 when absinthe was legalized in CA emailed to attorney. 
has line of coffin encased bottles purple absythe. Skull stamp spoons for Skull Sugar cubes (day 
of the dead). Song and Jingle created. Woman bust glass bottle from alibaba.com.
* Fruits of Eden - design for alcohol brand
* Russian Firewater - logo design for Russian import vodka line.
* Iceman - Alcoholic Drink made with gummy bears frozen in ice cubes and Permafrost Edible 
Wax Ice Pick Garnish
* Flint-Stoner  - Alcoholic Drink made with Flintstones vitamins and ice and served with a rock 
candy garnish.
* Insurance - An Alcoholic Drink made with Ensure and Kahlua goes with the Irish Car Bomb.
* Cozy Fireplace Abuelitas hot chocolate spiked with Kahlua and hot sauce topped with 
cinnamon/cream.

Slogans:
* Assacka! - Binaca for your ass!
* Tampax Pearl: Pearl for your clam, TAMPAX!
* Fermental Patience (For Mental Patients)
* LiquorAssassin (lick her ass ass 'n')
* RubbErButtErFlysUndone (Rub her butt her fly’s undone)
* Condom-mints - for your condom breath... ;d

Fictional Names:
* Audrey and Even (i want to name my kids these names)
* Alon Void (someone should change their name to this alon can look like void upside down)
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* Werther Islov
* Wilby Alwright
* Al Beether-Fosher
* Howitt Ottaby
* Almas Fulavale
* Imda Bawz
* Ida Kline
* Borden Waiten
* Wakeem Oftumuch
* Toolic Herbaughtie
* Sheila Vitts

Software Ideas/Game Designs:
* GraffittiBlog - an array blog mapped to dynamic image map with each post limited to 3 rotated 
edit posts (1st current tag. 2nd last post crossed out. 3rd post tagger history. Poster limits per day 
and time delays between posts. Email/Twitter Posting. Perhaps integrate facebook and friend-
space(webpage that joins facebook friends walls- to graffiti blog on.
* DiceIV newspaper game with a 4 dice cube flattened to 2d space. Hints sum horizontal/vertical 
lines. Opposite sides of dice always equal 7. Object: Put numbers on all dice. Game Idea: mailed 
to Southwestern Sun.  
* DiceIV DiceIX 2X2 and 3X3 rubix (IX = 9) cubes with rotating dice faces. can be used in games 
dynamic die.
* Phonemena - scrabble game using phonemes (pronunciation) good for learning languages.
* CustomCasinoLand - players select there own photos for customizable slot machines (locking 
wheels etc) can be pornographic adult game
* MagnetBall Racer - flip polarity to jump -3D breakout battle capsule mode. + Races.
* DND Pinball level up with XP collisions cause battle encounters later level players build the 
game world giant pinball world
DS games:
* TicTactics - [intentionally blank]
* Santa's SnowracerDS - Scarecrow character auto pilots through the race while the player draws 
the race map on the fly using the DS touchpad. Other characters: Santa drops Frosty's Hat. 
Grinch drops coal. Snowman snow clones helps auto pilot thru scarecrows level. Scarecrow 
drops scarecrows which slow players. The drops are balanced like rock paper scissors. Ex 
Frosty's hat helps snowman but hurts Grinch, coal hurts snowman (melts) but helps Santa (turns 
into diamond).
* ElfGrinch - NeighborsFromHell clone elf has to sabotage Santa's workshop for Grinch.
* Optical Illusion demo - optical illusion texture maps and puzzles.
* Simple virus - malicious - program name equals command. spawn then kill. exploit capital "i" 
and lowercase "L" for binary opcodes ex. 0011 = llII  = LLii Exploits: Arial font bug/feature?
* 3D texture encryption - viewpoint equals the key text texture mapped onto object as colors. 
Object primitive (cube/teapot/torus etc) is combined with viewpoint as encryption key.
* Addition/Subtraction encryption ex.  adds: be=g it=c(29) subs: we = r yes=a false encryption 
"decozion" decodes to intelligible false codes.
* Vowel Rotation - naf seod = nuf said
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* Anamorphic Art + blur eyes to read.
* Lenticular Inversion Artwork - art painted inside PVC cylinders cut in half along the diameter and 
arranged in a horizontal array in a manner so that Animation can be simulated using the views 
lateral motion.
* Cinegin proposed Wintermute Engine mod to allow image sequences or videos to be used as 
point and click adventure game backgrounds using the characters movement to cue video 
playback. Needs built-in image tracking to create dynamic collision map image sequences.
* Thornwood Creek - plot for a short game where a human becomes a zombie but doesn't 
know/realize it until the end of the game. Abandoned Hammer HL2 mod- *spoiled
* VR roller coasters - harvest coaster g-forces and use a GPS transponder to recreate the roller 
coasters path as a spline in 3-Dimensional space need velocities to move a camera along the 
spline. use pre-rendered background environments and video panning from head motion tracking 
(2/3 infrared LEDs +infrared camera pan inspired by Shadow of the Colossus- ps2 game) 
* AR Games Robotron classics graphics updating using AR. For Game skins.
* OrmaLuigi DS RPG - Idea for a monster/boss in a Mario and Luigi series RPG. Ormaluigi is a 
golden statue which is a world of himself, he is trying to devour/combine the two worlds Mario 
land and earth. As a result all the characters are hybrids stuck together with multiple personalities 
like Koopaowser,moomba-turtles,FlyingHammerBros, DinoPeach, Toad-humans. Mario power up 
raccoon-frog. and stone statue. Gameplay: Mario and Luigi are stuck together. so, so is their 
movements. The d-pad and the ABXY buttons control the player through changing control 
configurations - L and R are jump/action buttons that help the player figure out whose in control 
and how. The controls are rotated to confuse the player ex. sometimes right/A =up left/Y= down, 
down/B=right, up/X=left for Mario/Luigi or vice versa. The controls are a mind-blower which will 
confuse you at times - how do the characters feel? Play the game to find out. (Tame monsters for 
followers. Time Dependent Levels key/secret events at certain times. - a bit of Chrono trigger, 
dragon warrior, and reverse mitosis). 
*Swipe your ID to sign digital petitions... (need gov't approval/support)

(Bitsfit Entertainment - http://www.bitsfit.com/)
* tripleClickr - idea to get Morse code input from mouse for macros.
* ZeVeRoH -newspaper type game adds to ZERO, VERtically, and HORizontally

* BlurVisors - pull back skin at corner of the eye to temple blur effect for gaming
* YOXI - game hybrid of rock,paper,scissors, dots and connect four
* Etherial card game - 3 layer pyramid game-board similar to FF8's built in card game.
* Virtual LivingRoom -  2 public classes Smash&Dash(quick-death), or Hack&Slash(durable) = 
Pay Per Click MMO entertainment. 2 employee class GMs:(moderators) Comvids:(most convicts 
paid to play thru joint venture project -cant chat have to run from other players but they have the 
power to spawn ad armies)   Katarmari like commercial run, collect brands, ads, and logos. PVP 
-Advertising AOE Force nearby players to watch your selected viral videos or ads make your own 
playlist or import youtube lists. Manage players using colors on 2D plane color represents player 
id on terrain-assumes no 2 players in same space collision = timeout watch video. Monster 
Classes Medusa monster Odyssey multi-headed snake with TV screens. TeleBears, Telapillars, 
sound Sprites (faeries), telelakes, quicksand teleports. Input your own TV tuner input or radio to 
help create the players proximity environment. Semi-Dynamic environments especially PVP input 
media (radio/TV) hashes to terrain seeds which are recycled.
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* BinaryMorseCode - computing uses a primary and secondary clock. Uses a “blink registry” 
Large Cache. In essence we can store a hexadecimal number in 4 clock cycles. Changing the 
secondary clock would allow us to change between different base systems. We can use 
transistors to store Morse coded bit codes known as “morsels”. The registry then becomes a 
bunch of flags each representing a morsel sequence. Morsals or Morsels go along with the 
current theme of bits nibbles and bytes. See the article on bistfit.com
* PuzzleQuest crossword - maze hybrid/variant
* VirtualVendor -3D web browser Texture mapped stores/webpages fused with 3D graphics and 
an MMO experience. Instead of a standard web browsing by typing in web addresses or image 
maps we a presented with a world of objects or webpages to browse like houses on a street - 
each have a favicon-type logo and turn into web pages. -Easter Egg Game Crazy Leviathan 
players control snakes that eat all the 3D objects(which link to web pages). 

Some Artwork and Designs:
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